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(57) ABSTRACT 

Embodiments of the invention provide a semiconductor 
device including a collector in an active region; a ?rst and a 
second sub-collector, the ?rst sub-collector being a heavily 
doped semiconductor material adjacent to the collector and 
the second sub-collector being a silicided sub-collector next 
to the ?rst sub-collector; and a silicided reach-through in 
contact With the second sub-collector, Wherein the ?rst and 
second sub-collectors and the silicided reach-through provide 
a continuous conductive pathway for electrical charges col 
lected by the collector from the active region. Embodiments 
of the invention also provide methods of fabricating the same. 
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BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR WITH SILICIDED 
SUB-COLLEC TOR 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates generally to bipolar 
transistors. More speci?cally, it relates to a heterojunction 
bipolar transistor (HBT) With silicided sub-collector and fab 
rication thereof 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] A bipolar junction transistor usually includes tWo 
back-to-back p-n junctions that share a thin common region. 
In other Words, a bipolar j unction transistor typically includes 
three regions, tWo outer regions commonly knoWn as “emit 
ter” and “collector” respectively, and a middle region com 
monly knoWn as “base”. Electrical connections are generally 
made to all three regions. 

[0003] A heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) is a bipo 
lar junction transistor that employs at least tWo different kinds 
of semiconductor materials. By virtue of this difference in 
material, energy band-gaps, as Well as other material related 
properties, may be made different for regions of emitter, base 
and collector of the HBT. In addition, a gradual change of 
semiconductor material, also knoWn as grading, may also be 
possible inside one or more of the regions. The use of hetero 
junction provides an added degree of freedom in design, 
Which often results in improved performance, When being 
compared With its homojunction counterpart, of the HBT 
device. 

[0004] Improvement in transistor performance, especially 
its operation speed, is generally considered as essential for 
achieving improved performance of a netWork communica 
tion system Wherein various types of transistors are normally 
used. Bipolar transistors With a silicon germanium (“SiGe”) 
intrinsic base may be capable of delivering performance 
required for such communication system. So far, a SiGe-HBT 
has demonstrated cut-off frequency of up to 350 GHZ (fT). 
SiGe is a compound semiconductor With a band-gap narroWer 
than pure silicon (Si). Similar to a conventional silicon (“Si”) 
bipolar transistor except for the base, SiGe is normally used 
as a base material inside a SiGe-HBT. 

[0005] On the other hand, collector resistance also heavily 
in?uences the maximum operating frequency (fmax). As other 
parameters of a HBT improve, parasitic resistance (RC) of the 
collector of HBT is increasingly becoming a limiting factor 
for the device performance. High collector parasitic resis 
tance RC may limit cut-off frequency fT, the impact of Which 
may be measured, as is Well knoWn in the art, as a function of 
base transit time and collector space-charge transit time. A 
loWered fT may ultimately limit the maximum operating fre 
quency f of the HBT device. 

[0006] Collector parasitic resistance, RC, may be consid 
ered coming mainly from three sources: a ?rst resistance as 
the electrons ?oW vertically through the lightly doped semi 
conductor region from a collector-base junction doWn to a 
buried layer (“sub-collector”), a second resistance as the elec 
trons ?oW laterally through the heavily doped semiconductor 
called the buried layer, and a third resistance as the electrons 
?oW vertically from the buried layer through the heavily 
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doped semiconductor region called the reach-through up the 
surface silicide region. The doped semiconductor regions are 
usually formed by ion implantation folloWed by thermal 
anneal, or by dopant diffusion, or in-situe doped deposition as 
knoWn in the art. 

[0007] As described above, there is a need in the art to 
reduce the overall collector parasitic resistance R6 in order to 
improve the performance of a HBT device, in particular its 
operating speed. This may be accomplished by reducing 
resistances from one or more of the above three sources. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] Embodiments of the present invention provide a 
semiconductor device, Which may be for example a hetero 
junction bipolar transistor (HBT). The semiconductor device 
may include a collector in an active region; a ?rst and a second 
sub-collector With the ?rst sub-collector being a doped semi 
conductor adjacent to the collector and the second sub-col 
lector being a silicided sub-collector next to the ?rst sub 
collector; and a silicided reach-through in contact With the 
second sub-collector. The ?rst and second sub-collectors pro 
vide a horizontal conductive pathWay Whereas the silicided 
reach-through provides a vertical conductive pathWay contin 
ued from the horiZontal conductive pathWay for electrical 
charges collected by the collector from the active region. 
[0009] The semiconductor device may further include an 
emitter and an extrinsic base, Which may be formed at least 
partially on top of the active region. In addition, the active 
region may further include an intrinsic base upon Which the 
emitter and the portion of the extrinsic base are formed. The 
emitter and the extrinsic base are separated by at least one 
dielectric spacer. 

[0010] The semiconductor device may also include a layer 
of dielectric material such as for example oxide on top of the 
emitter, the extrinsic base, and the silicided reach-through. 
One or more conductive studs may be formed inside and 
through the layer of oxide and being in contact With the 
emitter, the extrinsic base, and the silicided reach-through, 
respectively. 
[0011] According to one embodiment, the silicided reach 
through is separated from the active region Which includes the 
collector and the intrinsic base, by a dielectric material, and 
the dielectric material is at least partially on top of the second 
sub-collector. 

[0012] Embodiments of the present invention provide 
methods of fabricating the semiconductor device. Embodi 
ments of one method may include de?ning a sub-collector 
region in a layer of doped semiconductor material; forming an 
active region, a reach-through region, and a dielectric region 
on top of the doped semiconductor material With the dielec 
tric region separating the active region from the reach 
through region; and siliciding the reach-through region and a 
portion of the sub-collector region to form a partially silicided 
conductive pathWay. The partially silicided conductive path 
Way may provide a relatively loW parasitic resistance for the 
device. 

[0013] According to one embodiment, the method may fur 
ther include forming an emitter and an extrinsic base at least 
partially on top of the active region. The method may also 
include depositing a dielectric layer and forming a plurality of 
conductive studs inside and through the dielectric layer to 
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provide electrical connections to the emitter, the extrinsic 
base, and the reach-through underneath the dielectric layer. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] The present invention Will be understood and appre 
ciated more fully from the following detailed description of 
the invention, taken in conjunction With the accompanying 
drawings of Which: 
[0015] FIG. 1 is a demonstrative illustration of a cross 
sectional vieW of a heterojunction bipolar transistor in accor 
dance With one embodiment of the present invention; and 
[0016] FIGS. 2-12 are demonstrative illustrations of steps 
of fabricating a heterojunction bipolar transistor in accor 
dance With embodiments of the present invention. 
[0017] It Will be appreciated by a person skilled in the art 
that for simplicity reason and for clarity of illustration, ele 
ments shoWn in the draWings have not necessarily been draWn 
to scale. For example, dimensions of some of the elements 
may be exaggerated relative to other elements for clarity 
purpose. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0018] FIG. 1 is a demonstrative illustration of a cross 
sectional vieW of a heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) in 
accordance With one embodiment of the present invention. 
HBT 100 may include an emitter 212, an extrinsic base 214, 
an intrinsic base 211, and a collector 122. As shoWn in FIG. 1, 
intrinsic base 211 and collector 122 may be part of an active 
region Which may be contacted by a buried layer of sub 
collector region 113 (FIG. 3). Sub-collector region 113 may 
include a ?rst sub-collector 113A proximate to the center, of 
n-type heavily doped silicon (Si) semiconductor for example, 
and a second sub-collector 113B. The second sub-collector 
113B may be a silicided sub-collector next to the ?rst sub 
collector 113A, and may be in contact With a silicided reach 
through or reach-through region 123B. Sub-collector region 
113 may provide a horiZontal conductive pathWay from 
beneath collector 122 to silicided reach-through 123B, Which 
provides a vertical conductive pathWay to a top surface of 
HBT 100. 
[0019] FIG. 1 also illustrates that contact or electrical con 
nection to HBT 100 may be made through one or more con 
ductive studs 312, 314, and/or 316 formed inside and/or 
through a layer of dielectric material 310. For example, con 
ductive stud 312 may be in contact With a silicided top surface 
or section 213 of emitter 212; conductive stud 314 may be in 
contact With a silicided top surface or section 215 of extrinsic 
base 214; and conductive stud 316 may be in contact With 
silicided reach-through 123B. Electrical connection to col 
lector 122 may be made through conductive stud 316, sili 
cided reach-through 123B, silicided sub-collector 113B, and 
sub-collector 113A. Together, silicided reach-through 123B 
and silicided sub-collector 113B may be collectively referred 
to as a silicided conductive path 116. A person skilled in the 
art Will appreciate that a total resistance to collector 122 is 
substantially reduced by the reduction in resistance of sili 
cided conductive path 116. 
[0020] FIGS. 2-12 are demonstrative illustrations of steps 
of fabricating a HBT in accordance With embodiments of the 
present invention. A person skilled in the art Will appreciate 
that FIGS. 2-12 are cross-sectional vieWs of the structure of 
the HBT. Therefore, even though some element such as, for 
example, a collector of the HBT may be illustrated in FIGS. 
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2-12 as tWo (or more) separate members, they may in fact 
represent a single member of the collector of the HBT device. 
So is true for some other elements of the HBT such as, for 
example, an extrinsic base. As a person of ordinary skill Will 
appreciate that the collector and the extrinsic base of a HBT 
may have a ring-type shape such as, for example, a circle, an 
oval, or a rectangular shape, When being vieWed from the top 
of the device. 
[0021] It shall also be noted that, although the folloWing 
demonstrative illustrations may focus on the fabrication of a 
particular heterojunction bipolar transistor, a person skilled in 
the art Will appreciate that embodiments of the present inven 
tion may also be applies to other types of semiconductor 
devices. 
[0022] In the folloWing sections, for the ease of description, 
structures of the semiconductor device illustrated in FIG. 2 
through FIG. 12 may be referred to as HBT 100 in general, 
even though some of the draWings may only illustrate a part of 
HBT 100, or in other Words, a Work-in-progress (WIP) HBT 
100. A completed HBT 100 is demonstratively illustrated in 
FIG. 1. 

[0023] According to one embodiment, a process and/or 
method of fabrication may start With a semiconductor Wafer 
110 as shoWn in FIG. 2. Semiconductor Wafer 110 may be any 
type of Wafers of suitable semiconductor material, and may 
be preferably a silicon-on-isolator (SOI) Wafer. As shoWn in 
FIG. 2, SOI Wafer 110 may have an n-type heavily doped 
silicon (Si) layer 112 on top of a buried oxide (BOX) layer 
111. BOX layer 111 may in turn be on top ofa p-type lightly 
doped (~10l5 cm_3) silicon substrate (not shoWn), as is Well 
knoWn in the art for a typical SOI Wafer. 

[0024] Embodiment of a method of fabrication may include 
de?ning a sub-collector region 113, as shoWn in FIG. 3, 
Within silicon layer 112 of Wafer 110. De?ning sub-collector 
region 113 may include forming shalloW trench insulation 
(STI) regions 114 surrounding sub-collector region 113. STI 
regions 114 may be formed or created by folloWing any of 
Well-knoWn semiconductor processing techniques. For 
example, one technique may include ?rst depositing a passi 
vation layer, for example, a photo-resistant layer, and devel 
oping a photo-mask from the photo-resistant to cover sub 
collector region 113, creating openings for the STI through 
for example a reactive-ion-etching (RIE) process, and depos 
iting a dielectric material, such as oxide, into the openings to 
form or create STI regions 114. The deposition of dielectric 
material may be folloWed subsequently by for example a 
chemical-mechanical-polishing (CMP) process to planariZe a 
top surface of STI regions 114 and removing the passivation 
layer to form the structure as shoWn in FIG. 3. 

[0025] FIG. 4 illustrates that on top of sub-collector region 
113, one embodiment of a method may include forming a 
collector 122, Which may be part of an active region, and a 
reach-through region 123 (shoWn as tWo separate regions 
123) of HBT 100. In forming active region 122 and reach 
through regions 123, embodiment of a method may include 
?rst depositing a layer of dielectric material 126, for example 
oxide, on top of sub-collector region 113 and STI regions 114 
(FIG. 3), and then creating openings inside dielectric material 
126 for active region 122 and reach-through regions 123. 
Dielectric material 126 deposited on top of STI regions 114 
may be referred to hereinafter, together With STI regions 114, 
as dielectric structures 124 as illustrated in FIG. 4. As a result, 
openings for active region 122 and reach-through regions 123 
are separated by dielectric structures or material 126. 
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[0026] Next, an epitaxial layer of semiconductor material, 
for example silicon (Si) material, may be grown or formed in 
the openings to form active region 122 and reach-through 
regions 123. HoWever other suitable semiconductor materials 
such as, for example, SiGe, may alternatively be use to form 
the active region. Epitaxial layer of active region 122 and 
reach-through regions 123 may be formed by applying any 
conventional semiconductor processes such as, for example, 
an atmospheric chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process. 
Top surfaces of active region 122, reach-through regions 123, 
dielectric structures 124 and 126 may then be planariZed to 
become coplanar upon Which further elements of the HBT 
100 may be formed. 

[0027] FIG. 5 illustrates that an intrinsic base 211 may be 
formed on a top surface of active region 122. Intrinsic base 
211 may be a single crystal loW-temperature epitaxial (LTE) 
layer of semiconductor material, such as silicon (Si), or semi 
conductor compound alloy such as SiGe. Alternatively, 
intrinsic base 211 may be a layer of SiGe formed by ion 
implanting Ge into the top surface of active region 122. Intrin 
sic base 211 may be created such that it covers at least a most 
part of top surface of collector 122. Collector 122, including 
intrinsic base 211, may form part of the active region, and 
may therefore be referred to hereinafter as active region 122. 

[0028] FIG. 5 also illustrates that on top of intrinsic base 
211 and at least part of dielectric material structures 126, 
embodiment of a method of fabrication may include forming 
an emitter 212 and an extrinsic base 214 (shoWn as tWo 
extrinsic bases 214) by applying any of Well-known HBT 
fabrication processes. A person skilled in the art shall note 
that underneath emitter 212 and inside intrinsic base 211 
there may be formed a thin layer of emitting region (not 
shoWn) of emitter 212. Emitter 212 and extrinsic bases 214 
may be made of conductive materials including for example 
polysilicon. Emitter 212 and extrinsic bases 214 may be sepa 
rated and/or isolated by at least one spacer 218 (shoWn as tWo 
spacers 218) of dielectric material such as, for example, 
nitride. Other spacer materials such as oxide and/or oxyni 
tride may be used as Well. In addition, there may be a cap layer 
216 of, for example, oxide betWeen spacers 218 and intrinsic 
base 211 formed during processing. Emitter 212 and at least 
part of extrinsic bases 214 are formed on top of and in contact 
With intrinsic base 211. For example, emitter 212 may be 
disposed proximate a mid-point betWeen extrinsic bases 214. 
The formation process of emitter 212, extrinsic bases 214, 
spacers 218, and cap layer 215 are Well knoWn in the art and 
thus not shoWn in detail in order not to obscure the essence of 
the present invention. 
[0029] FIG. 5 also illustrates that a protective layer 220 may 
next be formed to cover polysilicon extrinsic bases 214, spac 
ers 218 and emitter 212 after the formation thereof. Protective 
layer 220 may be a layer of oxide that may be applied to 
protect polysilicon of emitter 212 and extrinsic bases 214 and 
nitride spacers 218 from erosion during a subsequent recess 
ing process of silicon (Si) in reach-through regions 123 due to 
etching. HoWever, the invention is not limited in this respect 
and other protective materials may be used. In one embodi 
ment, a protective layer may not be used at all. 
[0030] FIG. 6 illustrates that one embodiment of a method 
of fabrication may include creating recesses 218 at the top 
surface of reach-through regions 123. Recesses 218 may be 
created to provide spaces for silicided formed during a sub 
sequent siliciding process in such a Way that silicided formed 
in reach-through regions 123 may have a substantial same 
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height (FIG. 9) as dielectric structures 124 and 126. Recesses 
128 may be created or formed through Well-knoWn etching 
processes such as, for example, a selective RIE process With 
layer 220 protecting emitter 212, extrinsic bases 214, and 
spacers 218 from being etched. FIG. 6 illustrates that protec 
tive layer 220 may be trimmed during the process to have a 
slightly less thickness and become protective layer 220A, as 
is clear through comparison With FIG. 5. 
[0031] FIG. 7 illustrates that folloWing the creation of 
recesses 128 in reach-through regions 123, one embodiment 
of a method of fabrication may include depositing a layer of 
nickel (Ni) 310 covering recessed areas 128 in reach-through 
regions 123. Nickel layer 310 may also cover top surface of 
protective layer 220A and dielectric structures 124 and 126. 
The deposition of nickel layer 310 may be performed through 
any Well-knoWn processes such as, for example, sputter 
depositing process. Nickel layer 310 may be used as a metal 
to form silicided reach-through and silicided sub-collector, as 
described beloW in detail With reference to FIGS. 8-9, for 
increased conductivity of a conductive pathWay for electric 
charges collected by collector 122. 
[0032] FIGS. 8-9 illustrate that after the deposition of 
nickel layer 310 in recessed areas 128 of reach-through 
regions 123, one embodiment of a method of fabrication may 
include subjecting HBT 100 to an annealing process. The 
annealing process may be conducted at a temperature suitable 
for causing nickel element of layer 310 to diffuse into Si of 
reach-through regions 123, and at least part of sub-collector 
region 113, to form nickel silicide (NiSi). For example, a 
temperature of about 450° C. to 600° C., preferably betWeen 
500° C. and 550° C., may be used in the annealing process. 
HoWever the invention is not limited in this respect and other 
suitable temperatures may be used. 
[0033] FIG. 8 illustrates that after performing an annealing 
process over a certain period of time, for example, from 2 to 
20 minutes and preferably from 5 to 10 minutes, nickel sili 
cide (NiSi) may be formed in at least part of reach-through 
regions 123. Embodiment of the method may include further 
conducting the annealing process to form nickel silicide up to 
sub-collector region 113, and continue forming nickel silicide 
along sub-collector region 113 toWards active region 122 as 
shoWn in FIG. 9. The annealing process may be promptly 
terminated When formed nickel silicide reaches approxi 
mately the edge of active layer 122. According to one embodi 
ment, the termination of annealing process may be timed so 
that nickel silicides formed from both left and right sides of 
reach-through regions 123 Will not short underneath, and Will 
not extend into, active region 122. 
[0034] As is shoWn in FIG. 9, the annealing process may 
provide a silicided reach-through region 123B and a silicided 
section of sub-collector region 113 (silicided sub-collector 
113B). Sub-collector region 113 may thus include a ?rst 
sub-collector 113A of doped semiconductor and a second 
sub-collector 113B Which is a silicided sub-collector. As 
described above and according to one embodiment, the depth 
of recesses 128 may be controlled and/or adjusted such that 
silicide may be formed up to substantially level With the top 
surface of dielectric structures 124 and 126. HoWever, the 
invention is not limited in this respect and silicided reach 
through 123B does not need to be at the same height as 
dielectric structures 124 and 126, and may be higher or loWer 
than the top surface of dielectric structures 124 and 126. 

[0035] FIG. 10 illustrates that after the formation of sili 
cided sub-collector 113B and silicided reach-through 123B, 
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Which together form a silicided conductive pathway 116, 
embodiment of a method of present invention may include 
selectively removing the unreacted nickel layer 310. Subse 
quently, protective layer 220A may be removed to expose 
emitter 212 and extrinsic bases 214 of polysilicon. As is 
shoWn in FIG. 11, top surfaces of emitter 212 and extrinsic 
base 214 may be subsequently subjected to a silicidation 
process to form a silicided section to function as a contact area 
With increased conductivity and reduced resistance. For 
example, a layer of nickel may be deposited on top of the 
polysilicon of emitter 212 and extrinsic bases 214. HBT 100 
may then be subjected to an annealing process to cause poly 
silicion of emitter 212 and extrinsic bases 214 reacting With 
deposited nickel to form nickel silicide 213 and 215, respec 
tively, on top surfaces of emitter 212 and extrinsic bases 214. 
The formation of NiSi sections 213 and 215 improves con 
ductivity of contact to the base and emitter area of HBT 100. 

[0036] A person skilled in the art may appreciate that NiSi 
sections or layers 213 and 215 may also be formed during the 
process of forming silicided conductive path 116. If NiSi 
layers 213 and 215 are to be formed together With silicided 
conductive path 116 Which include silicided reach-through 
123B and silicided sub-collector 113B (second sub-collec 
tor), protective layer 220A may be removed before depositing 
nickel layer 310. In this case, conditions for the silicidation 
may require careful adjustment such that NiSi layers or sec 
tions 213 and/or 215 may be controlled to a predetermined or 
desired thickness, including possible full silicidation (FUSI). 
On the other hand, the silicidation process shall be controlled 
such as not to create silicide of intrinsic layer 211 causing 
shortage betWeen emitter 212 and extrinsic base 214, and/or 
collector 122. 

[0037] According to one embodiment, a passivation layer 
(not shoWn) may be formed to cover the surface of silicide 
conductive path 116 While keeping polysilicon 212 and 
extrinsic base 214 available for silicidation. According to 
another embodiment, a metal material, such as cobalt (Co) 
Which may form a silicide at a higher temperatures than 
nickel, may ?rst be used to form silicide layer 213 and 215 
While the surface of reach-through region 123 is protected by 
a passivation layer (not shoWn). The formed cobalt silicide 
layer 213 and 215 may prevent further silicidation of poly 
silicon of emitter 212 and extrinsic base 214 by acting as a 
barrier to the nickel diffusion during the subsequent forma 
tion of conductive path 116. 
[0038] FIG. 12 illustrates that one embodiment of a method 
of fabrication may include forming conductive studs or elec 
trical connections to emitter 212, extrinsic base 214, and 
collector 122 via conductive path 116. The formation may 
include ?rst depositing a layer of dielectric material 310, and 
then creating openings inside dielectric layer 310 that extend 
to the silicided contact surfaces or areas 213 and 215 of 
emitter 212 and extrinsic bases 214, and silicided reach 
through 123B of conductive pathWay 116. Dielectric layer 
310 may be a layer of oxide, nitride, oxynitride, or any other 
suitable materials. The openings may be created by any con 
ventional etching processes such as, for example, an RIE 
process. The openings may then be ?lled With a conductive 
material such as, for example tungsten (W), to create conduc 
tive studs 312, 314, and 316, Which may act as contact points 
to an outside circuitry for electrical connections to emitter 
212, extrinsic bases 214, and collector 122 (through silicided 
conductive path 116 and ?rst sub-collector 113A), respec 
tively. In addition to tungsten (W), the material forming con 
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ductive studs 312, 314, and 316 may include, for example, 
aluminum, copper, or any other metal and/or other suitable 
materials. 
[0039] While the invention has been described in terms of 
exemplary embodiments, those skilled in the art Will recog 
niZe that the invention can be practiced With modi?cations 
and in the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A semiconductor device, comprising: 
a collector in an active region; 
a ?rst and a second sub-collector, said ?rst sub-collector 

being a doped semiconductor adjacent to said collector 
and said second sub-collector being a silicided sub-col 
lector next to said ?rst sub-collector; and 

a silicided reach-through in contact With said second sub 
collector, 

Wherein said ?rst and second sub-collectors provide an 
horiZontal conductive pathWay and said silicided reach 
through provides a vertical conductive pathWay contin 
ued from said horiZontal conductive pathWay for elec 
trical charges collected by said collector from said active 
region. 

2. The semiconductor device of claim 1, Wherein said sili 
cided sub -collector and said silicided reach-through comprise 
a nickel silicide (NiSi) alloy. 

3. The semiconductor device of claim 1, further comprising 
an emitter and an extrinsic base, Wherein said emitter and at 
least a portion of said extrinsic base are formed on top of said 
active region. 

4. The semiconductor device of claim 3, Wherein said 
active region further comprises an intrinsic base upon Which 
said emitter and said portion of said extrinsic base are formed. 

5. The semiconductor device of claim 3, Wherein said emit 
ter and said extrinsic base are separated by at least one dielec 
tric spacer. 

6. The semiconductor device of claim 3, Wherein at least 
one of said emitter and said extrinsic base comprises a poly 
silicon layer With a silicided section at a top surface of said 
polysilicon layer. 

7. The semiconductor device of claim 3, further comprising 
a layer of oxide on top of said emitter, said extrinsic base, and 
said silicided reach-through, Wherein one or more conductive 
studs are formed inside and through said layer of oxide, being 
in contact With said emitter, said extrinsic base, and said 
silicided reach-through, respectively. 

8. The semiconductor device of claim 1, Wherein said sili 
cided reach-through is separated from said active region, 
Which includes said collector and said intrinsic base, by a 
dielectric material, said dielectric material being at least par 
tially on top of said second sub-collector. 

9. The semiconductor device of claim 1, Wherein a top 
surface of said ?rst sub-collector is larger than an area of said 
active region contacting said top surface of said ?rst sub 
collector such that said second sub-collector is not in direct 
contact With said active region. 

10. The semiconductor device of claim 1, Wherein said ?rst 
and second sub-collectors are formed in a layer of n-type 
heavily doped silicon material. 

1 1. A heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT), comprising: 
an active region including an intrinsic base and a collector; 
a sub-collector region underneath said active region; and 
a silicided reach-through in contact With said sub-collector 

region, 
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wherein said sub-collector region and said silicided reach 
through provide a conductive pathway for electrical 
charges collected from said active region. 

12. The HBT of claim 11, Wherein said sub-collector 
region comprises a ?rst and a second sub-collectors, said ?rst 
sub-collector being a doped semiconductor and said second 
sub-collector being a silicided sub-collector. 

13. The HBT of claim 12, Wherein said second sub-collec 
tor is betWeen said ?rst sub-collector and said silicided reach 
through and not in direct contact With said active region. 

14. The HBT of claim 11, further comprising an emitter 
and an extrinsic base separated by at least one dielectric 
spacer, said extrinsic base being partially on top of said active 
region. 

15. The HBT of claim 14, further comprising a plurality of 
conductive studs formed inside a layer of dielectric material, 
saidplurality of conductive studs providing electrical connec 
tion to said emitter, said extrinsic base, and/ or said collector, 
via said silicided reach-through, underneath said layer of 
dielectric material. 

16. The HBT of claim 15, Wherein said layer of dielectric 
material is selected from a group consisting of oxide, nitride, 
and oxynitride. 

17. A method of fabricating a semiconductor device, com 
prising: 

de?ning a sub-collector region in a layer of doped semi 
conductor material; 

forming an active region, a dielectric region, and a reach 
through region on top of said layer of semiconductor 
material, said dielectric region separating said active 
region from said reach-through region; and 

siliciding said reach-through region and a portion of said 
sub-collector region to from a partially silicided conduc 
tive pathWay. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising forming an 
emitter on top of said active region and an extrinsic base at 
least partially on top of said active region. 

19. The method of claim 18, Wherein said active region 
comprises an intrinsic base and a collector, further compris 
ing depositing a dielectric layer and forming a plurality of 
conductive studs inside said dielectric layer to provide elec 
trical connections to said emitter, said extrinsic base, and/or 
said collector via said reach-through underneath said dielec 
tric layer. 

20. The method of claim 17, Wherein saidpartially silicided 
conductive pathWay comprises a ?rst sub-collector of heavily 
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n-type doped semiconductor underneath said active region, a 
silicided second sub-collector, and a silicided reach-through 
of said reach-through region. 

21. A semiconductor device, comprising: 
a collector; 
an emitter formed on top of said collector; 
an extrinsic base formed at least partially on top of said 

collector; 
a layer of dielectric material surrounding said collector, on 

Which at least a portion of said extrinsic base is formed; 
and 

a silicided reach-through for contacting said collector 
extending from the surface of said layer of dielectric 
material, in an area aWay from said extrinsic base, to a 
level equal or beloW the bottom of said layer of dielectric 
material. 

22. The semiconductor device of claim 21, Wherein said 
silicided reach-through comprises a nickel silicide (NiSi) 
alloy. 

23. The semiconductor device of claim 21, further com 
prising a ?rst sub-collector located underneath said collector 
and a second sub-collector located underneath said dielectric 
material, both of Which providing a horizontal conductive 
pathWay from said collector to said silicided reach-through. 

24. The semiconductor device of claim 23, Wherein said 
?rst sub-collector comprises a doped semiconductor and said 
second sub-collector comprises a silicided conductive mate 
rial next to said ?rst sub-collector and said silicided reach 
through. 

25. The semiconductor device of claim 24, Wherein said 
silicided conductive material comprises a nickel silicide 
(NiSi) alloy. 

26. The semiconductor device of claim 23, Wherein said 
?rst and second sub-collectors are formed in a layer of n-type 
heavily doped silicon material. 

27. The semiconductor device of claim 21, further com 
prising an intrinsic base betWeen said emitter and said col 
lector. 

28. The semiconductor device of claim 21, Wherein said 
emitter and said extrinsic base are separated by at least one 
dielectric spacer. 

29. The semiconductor device of claim 21, Wherein at least 
one of said emitter and said extrinsic base comprises a poly 
silicon layer With a silicided section at a top surface of said 
polysilicon layer. 


